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Abstract—The version 3 (V3) Tor onion service protocol deeply
hides onion service domain names to improve anonymity. Existing
onion service analysis methods cannot be used any more to
understand V3 onion services and the ecosystem such as benign
services, abuses and black markets. To understand the scale of
V3 onion services, we theoretically analyze the V3 onion service
mechanism and propose an accurate onion service size estimation
method, which is able to achieve an estimation deviation of 2.43%
on a large-scale emulated Tor network. To understand onion
website popularity, we build a system and collect more than two
years of data of public onion websites. We develop an onion
service popularity estimation algorithm using online rate and
access rate to rank the onion services. To reduce the noise from
the phishing websites, we cluster onion websites into groups based
on the content and structure. To our surprise, we only find 487
core websites out of the collected 45,889 public onion websites.
We further analyze the weighted popularity of each group using
yellow page data and discover that 35,331 phishing onion websites
spoof the 487 core websites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tor is the most popular anonymous communication network.
In order to protect the anonymity of onion service providers,
researchers introduced an onion service mechanism [1] in 2003
and deployed version 2 (V2) of the onion service on the Tor
network in 2004. When an onion service is first started, it
generates an onion address, i.e., a domain name of an onion
service, which clients can use to access the service. A 6-
hop circuit established over 6 Tor nodes is used to achieve
two-way anonymous communication between the client and
the onion service. However, Version 2 of the onion service
protocol has many issues. For example, adversaries can harvest
onion addresses on the Tor network by deploying hidden
service directories (HSDirs) that are organized on a distributed
hash table (DHT). Therefore, Tor deprecates the V2 onion
service in 2021 [2] and completely migrates to version 3 (V3)
of the onion service. Although a new blinding protocol [3]
applied to the V3 onion services effectively keeps the onion
service addresses from being directly exposed to the HSDirs,
it causes the abuse of the onion services (e.g., botnet servers
[4], phishing websites [5] and illegal black markets [6]) to be
even hard to be discovered.

To understand the abuse issue, we scrutinize the designs and
implementation details of the V3 onion service protocol and
perform long-term and comprehensive analysis in an attempt
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to shed a light on the new V3 onion service on the Tor network.
First, we propose an accurate estimation method to estimate
the number of V3 onion services on the Tor network. In each
period, an onion service generates a specific blinded public
key, which is encapsulated in a descriptor and uploaded to
several HSDirs. Since a blinded public key can only be associ-
ated with an onion service in one day, the recorded number of
blinded public keys in such short period of time can be used to
estimate the number of V3 onion services. On the basis of this
observation, we deploy a HSDir on the Tor network to collect
descriptors uploaded by onion services and parse the blinded
public keys from the descriptors. After deriving the number of
blinded public keys collected by a HSDir, we leverage the po-
sition of the HSDir on the DHT to compute a capture probabil-
ity so as to estimate the number of blinded public keys and thus
learn the total number of onion services on the Tor network.

We classify onion services into public and private ones, and
analyze the public onion services that can be retrieved via
search engines. We design a system to collect public V3 onion
addresses and inspect their aliveness and access frequency.
We develop a novel popularity estimation algorithm of onion
services using their online time and access frequency in an
attempt to rank the onion services. Since most of the onion
services host Web services, we focus on the rank of onion
websites in this paper. We find that a large number of phishing
websites significantly affect the ranking results. To mitigate
this issue, we leverage a tree edit distance to measure the
similarity of Document Object Model (DOM) trees between
onion websites so as to cluster the websites into groups. We
select the most popular websites, defined as core websites,
within the website groups using weighted group popularity
and then identify the phishing sites in each group.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows.
• We are the first to propose an accurate Tor V3 onion

service size estimation method. We verify our method
using a large-scale emulated Tor network that includes
300,000 onion services and achieve an average estimation
deviation rate of 2.43% within one day. By deploying 10
HSDirs on the real Tor network, we discover that the
current onion service size is around 900,000.

• We design a system to collect public V3 onion services
and leverage our HSDirs to observe the behavior of the
onion services for more than two years. We analyze the
long-term data and develop an onion service popularity



algorithm based on online rate and access rate to estimate
the onion website rank. Surprisingly, we discover that
only 487 out of 45,889 public onion websites are selected
as core websites via our approach. 5 out of the first 6 most
popular onion websites are black markets.

• We further explore the reason why we have such a small
size of core websites. We leverage the structure and
content of the onion websites to cluster these sites and
discover that 35,331 phishing onion websites imperson-
ating the 487 core websites. Most of the spoofed core
websites fall into the Finance category. Attackers may
try to make profits via so many phishing websites.

II. ONION SERVICE MECHANISM

In this section, we first present the latest version 3 of
Tor onion service mechanism and then introduce the key
building blocks of the mechanism in detail, including onion
service address generation, onion service publication, and
onion service connection establishment.

A. Overview of Tor onion service mechanism

Tor onion service mechanism refers to enabling users to
publish and access internet services anonymously, such as Web
and SSH. The onion service mechanism involves six types of
Tor nodes as follows:

• Tor Client. A Tor client is a Tor program installed on
the client side to provide a local Tor proxy that only
supports TCP applications. A client application (e.g., a
web browser) accesses Internet through the Tor client.

• Onion Service. An onion service supports various TCP
services such as Web service. The TCP services can be
deployed to provide their services via a Tor client.

• Introduction Point (IPO). An IPO is selected by an
onion service to act as a front-end reverse proxy of the
onion service so as to protect the real IP address of the
onion service from being exposed. Moreover, the IPO
receives the connection requests from the Tor client and
forwards them to the onion service.

• Rendezvous Point (RPO). A RPO is a Tor relay node
selected by the Tor client to concatenate the connections
from the onion service and the Tor client.

• Hidden Service Directory (HSDir). A HSDir is a
special type of Tor relay node on the Tor network. It
not only works as a normal Tor relay node to transmit
Tor data, but also receives and stores the information
of onion services (e.g., IPOs and public keys) and
responses the queries from Tor clients to allow them
to download the onion service information. In order to
locate a specific HSDir with an onion service address, all
HSDirs are organized via a distributed hash table (DHT).

• Authority. An Authority is an authoritative node
officially deployed by Tor. IP addresses of 9 Authorities
are hard-coded in the Tor program to allow users to
access the Tor network for the first time. They are
responsible for maintaining and storing all legitimate Tor
node information into a consensus file. Each Tor client
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Fig. 1: Onion service communication mechanism

and Tor node periodically downloads the consensus file
to derive all of the latest Tor node information.

Figure 1 shows the onion service communication process.
When a Tor onion service starts for the first time, it generates
a master identity public-private key pair and uses the public
key to compute the onion service address. ① The onion service
then randomly selects multiple relays as IPOs (the default is
3) and establishes a 3-hop circuit to each IPO. ② Once the
IPOs are selected, the onion service generates an onion service
descriptor that contains information of the IPOs. Finally, the
onion service uploads the descriptor to 8 responsible HSDirs
on the DHT. ③ When a Tor client accesses a target onion
service, it calculates the location of the responsible HSDirs on
the DHT using information such as onion address, and then
retrieves the latest descriptor of the onion service from the
responsible HSDirs. ④ The Tor client selects a Tor relay node
as the RPO, establishes a circuit to the RPO and generates a
rendezvous cookie as the authentication for the onion service.
⑤ After the client decrypts the descriptor to get the IPO, it
establishes a 3-hop circuit to the IPO and sends a request,
including the RPO information and rendezvous cookie, to the
onion service via the IPO. ⑥ When the onion service receives
the request, it establishes a 3-hop circuit to the RPO and uses
a rendezvous cookie to complete the authentication with the
RPO. ⑦ Then the RPO can concatenate the two circuits from
the client and the onion service. Finally, the Tor client can
communicate with the onion service via the 6-hop circuit.

B. Onion address generation

The V3 onion service address is generated using the master
identity public key of the onion service, the key checksum
and the version number. The master identity key of the onion
service is an asymmetric key generated by the ED25519
algorithm [7]. The V3 onion address is formed using Base32 to
encode the concatenated bytes of the public key of the master
identity key, the public key checksum and the version of the
protocol, and then appending a suffix string of “.onion” to
derive a 62 bytes string as shown in Equation (2).

onionv3 = Base32(Pk|Cs|V )|“.onion” (1)
where Pk is the public key of the master identity key, Cs is a
checksum of the Pk and V is the version of the protocol (i.e.,
3). The checksum is computed as follows:

Cs = SHA3-256(“.onion checksum”|Pk|V )[0 : 1] (2)
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The first two bytes of the SHA3-256 value is used to represent
the checksum.

C. Onion service publication

To publish the onion service descriptor, the onion service
first uses a consensus file to derive a DHT so as to look up
responsible HSDirs. The index of each HSDir on the DHT is
calculated by

I = H(“node-idx”|Pid|S|Np|T ), (3)

where Pid is the identity public key of the HSDir, S is a shared
random value published in the consensus file, Np is the number
of time period and T is a time period. The shared random value
S is used to prevent attacks from predicting the location of
HSDirs on the DHT for publishing an onion service descriptor.
The shared random value is negotiated among Authorities and
published at 0:00 am in the consensus file. Moreover, the con-
sensus file contains two shared random values of the current
time period and the previous time period. The number of time
period Np is calculated using the Unix epoch and 12:00 UTC
is the start time of each time period, so that the first time period
starts at 12:00 UTC on January 1, 1970. The default time
period T is 1440 minutes, i.e., one day. The HSDirs are placed
on the DHT in terms of their indices, and the DHT space is
2256. Since the indices of the HSDirs changes in terms of
shared random value and the number of time period each day
as shown in Equation (3), the DHT should be theoretically re-
generated at 0:00 am in each time period as shown in Figure 2.

After deriving the latest DHT, the onion service calculates
the indices of its descriptors and maps them to the DHT so as
to select the responsible HSDirs for uploading the descriptor.
The indices of the descriptors can be calculated by

for r in 1 . . . R :

IDr = H(“store-at-idx”|Pb|r|T |Np),
(4)

where R ∈ [1, 16] (by default R is equal to 2), and Pb is
the blinded public key. The blinded public and private keys
are periodically generated by using Np and the onion service
identity public and private keys, respectively. When R uses
the default value 2, we can have two different indices of the
onion service descriptor, i.e., ID1 and ID2. Each ID can
be mapped on the DHT. Then the onion service selects 4
consecutive HSDirs on the DHT as the responsible HSDirs
whose indices immediately follow the ID. If a responsible
HSDir is already selected, the onion service can skip it and
select a following HSDir as the responsible HSDir. Upon
selecting the 8 responsible HSDirs, the onion service uploads
the descriptors to them and randomly picks the next uploading
time ranging from 60 to 120 minutes.

Once a HSDir receives the uploaded descriptors, it first
verifies the format of the descriptors and stores the descriptors.
The blinded public key included in the descriptor is used as
a hash table index that corresponds to the descriptor, so that
the HSDir can quickly look up the stored descriptor given the
blinded public key.
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Fig. 2: DHT update process
D. Onion service access

Once a user obtains an onion service address via an out-of-
band way (e.g., a public Web forum), she can enter the onion
address in the browser that is configured to use the Tor client as
the local proxy. Then the Tor client constructs the DHT using
the current Np and the S in the consensus file, and calculates
the IDs using Equation (4) to look up the responsible HSDirs
of the onion service. The Tor client extracts the master identity
public key Pk in the onion address as shown in Equation (1),
and generates the blinded public key using Pk and Np. After-
wards, it randomly selects a responsible HSDir, and sends the
blinded public key to the HSDir so as to download the descrip-
tor. Note that the onion service selects the continuous indices
of 4 responsible HSDirs after each ID on the DHT, while the
client only downloads descriptors from the first 3 responsible
HSDirs for each ID. The rest two HSDirs are backup respon-
sible ones. Next, the client randomly selects a Tor relay node
as the RPO and then builds a 3-hop connection to the RPO.

After downloading the descriptor, the Tor client can derive
the IPOs of the onion service from the descriptor. Then the
Tor client randomly generates a 20-byte rend_cookie and
sends it to the onion service through the IPOs. The onion
service establishes a 3-hop connection with the RPO and sends
the rend_cookie to it for authentication purpose. Once the
RPO authenticates the connection, it concatenates the two
communication connections between the client and the onion
service in order to allow the Tor client and onion service to
anonymously communicate with each other.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first introduce the overview of our
analysis methods on the V3 onion services and then intro-
duce a theoretical method to estimate V3 onion service size
by analyzing the V3 onion service mechanism. Further, we
present a novel popularity algorithm to rank public V3 onion
services and derive the core websites on the Tor network.

A. Overview

Our objective is to achieve a comprehensive analysis of the
latest V3 onion services on the Tor network. To this end, we
first estimate the number of onion services. Since an onion
service generates a unique blinded public key in every day
and uploads it to HSDirs, we can deploy a HSDir on the
Tor network to receive the descriptors and then count the
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number of different blinded public keys. We leverage the
capture probability of the HSDir in terms of the location
of the HSDir on the DHT to estimate the total number of
onion services. Then we further analyze public onion services
that can be crawled via search engines. We propose an onion
service popularity algorithm to rank the public onion services
by their online time and access frequency. Since we discover
that a large number of phishing onion services that can affect
the popularity results, we leverage a tree edit distance to
measure the similarity of the DOM tree of any two websites,
and then cluster them into groups based on the similarity so as
to find out the phishing sites. Next, we leverage the popularity
of onion service addresses on well-known yellow pages to
compute the weighted popularity for each group. Finally, we
can reveal the core onion website group on the Tor network
using an empirical threshold.

B. V3 onion service size estimation

We deploy several HSDirs and then leverage the blinded
public keys collected by our controlled HSDirs in each time
period, i.e., one day, to evaluate the total number of V3 onion
services. Recall that a new blinded public key is generated
by an onion service in each time period and enveloped into
two descriptors that are uploaded to 8 HSDirs by default.
Therefore, we only have one day to use our deployed HSDirs
to collect the blinded public keys in the descriptors so as to
evaluate the total number of onion services. Since the DHTs
and the IDs of onion service descriptors can be changed
periodically, we should choose an appropriate evaluation time
period (ETP ) in which the mapping relationship between the
descriptors and their responsible HSDirs cannot be changed so
as to estimate the number of V3 onion service in the ETP .
According to Equation (3) and Equation (4), we choose the
ETP ranging from 0:00 UTC to the next 0:00 UTC.

Without loss of generality, we first estimate the total number
of onion services using one controlled HSDir that resides on
one of two DHTs. Note that there are always two DHTs during
an ETP as shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, we illustrate
how to evaluate the onion service size using the old DHT
in an ETP. It is assumed that there are N HSDirs on the Tor
network. We denote the index of the ith HSDir on the DHT by
Ii (i ∈ [0, N − 1]) that is calculated in terms of Equation (3).
The interval between the ith and i− 1th HSDir is denoted by
Li, where Li = Ii−Ii−1. Recall that, if a descriptor ID falls
in the interval Li, the ith HSDir can receive the descriptor.
Then the probability that a descriptor ID falls in the interval
Li can be computed by

pi =
Li∑N−1

j=0 Lj

(5)

We define a capture probability that a HSDir receives a
new blinded public key in an ETP. Note that an onion service
generates two descriptors that contain the same blinded public
key and each descriptor is uploaded to 4 consecutive HSDirs
in terms of ID as shown in Figure 3. Let Bi be the event that
the ith HSDir collects an onion service descriptor. Discrete
random variables A1 and A2 indicate that the descriptor

ID1 and ID2 of the onion service fall in a range of the
DHT, respectively. a1 and a2 are the ranges of (Ii−4, Ii]
and (Ii−8, Ii−4] in which a descriptor ID falls, respectively,
and a3 indicates that the descriptor ID falls in a location
other than a1 and a2 (i.e., ID /∈ (Ii−8, Ii]) as shown in
Figure 4. According to law of total probability, the capture
probability P 1

i of the ith HSDir on the old DHT becomes
P 1
i = P (Bi) = P (A1 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a1) + P (A1 =

a2)P (Bi|A1 = a2) + P (A1 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a3). Law of
total probability is then used to compute three conditional
probabilities, i.e., P (Bi|A1 = a1), P (Bi|A1 = a2), and
P (Bi|A1 = a3). The capture probability becomes

P 1
i =

i∑
j=i−3

pj +

i−4∑
j=i−7

pj

i∑
j=i−7

pj

+(1−
i∑

j=i−7

pj)

i∑
j=i−3

pj (6)

Please refer to Appendix VII for detailed derivation of Equa-
tion (6).

Then, the total estimated number of onion services on the
old DHT can be evaluated by

Ê1
i =

X1
i

P 1
i

, (7)

where X1
i is the number of distinct blinded public keys

received by the ith HSDir in an ETP.
Since an onion service maintains two different DHTs during

an ETP, we discuss how to evaluate the onion service size
using two DHTs. Denote distinct blinded public keys collected
in the latest DHT in an ETP as X2

i . Xi is the number of
distinct blinded public keys received by the ith HSDir on both
the old and the latest DHT. We have

Xi = X1
i +X2

i = Ê1
i ∗ P 1

i + Ê2
i ∗ P 2

i , (8)

where Ê2
i is the estimated onion service size using the latest

DHT and P 2
i is the capture probability that the ith HSDir

obtains a blinded public key of an onion service on the latest
DHT. Since HSDirs organized on the two DHTs receive the
same number of distinct blinded public keys, the estimated
onion service size is theoretically the same, i.e., Ê1

i = Ê2
i .

The total estimated onion service size becomes

Êi =
Xi

P 1
i + P 2

i

, (9)

where Êi = Ê1
i = Ê2

i .
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C. V3 onion service popularity and core websites
Once we derive the estimated size of onion services, we

build a collection system to collect V3 onion addresses, and
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then try to comprehensively analyze the popularity of V3
onion services so as to discover the core websites on the
Tor network. We first classify the onion services into two
groups: public onion services and private onion services.
Onion services whose addresses can be searched through
public search engines, e.g., Google and Bing, are referred to
as public onion services in this paper. The owners of these
onion services intend to publish their service to users around
the world by posting their onion addresses to various public
forums. The rest onion services, referred to as private onion
services, are only available to users who derive the onion
addresses from the owners of onion services via out-of-band
channels. In contrast to the V2 onion service mechanism,
the enhanced V3 onion service mechanism can keep the
HSDirs from collecting the onion addresses. Consequently,
we can only collect the public onion addresses. We build a
V3 onion address collection system to derive the public V3
onion addresses as depicted in Section IV-A.

Intuitively, since the online time of a public V3 onion
service can reflect how popular an onion service is, we
propose an onion service aliveness detection approach without
compromising the privacy of an onion service. We leverage the
onion service publication mechanism to detect the aliveness of
an onion service so that we can tackle the risk of endangering
the privacy of the onion service. Recall that onion services
periodically upload descriptors to the responsible HSDirs,
enabling the clients to obtain the IPO information to access the
onion service. Therefore, we can check the online status of the
onion service by inspecting the existence of the descriptors of
the target onion service on the Tor network. To determine the
existence of descriptors, we first extract the public key of the
public onion address in terms of Equation (1) so as to derive
the blinded public key of the onion service. Then indices of all
the HSDir on the current DHT are calculated via Equations
(3). Next, we can obtain the indices of responsible HSDirs
of the target onion service using the blinded public key of
the target onion service in terms of Equation (4). Then we
emulate a Tor client to create a 3-hop circuit to the responsible
HSDirs of each public onion service and send requests with
the blinded public keys to download the descriptors. If the
responsible HSDirs respond the requests with a descriptor, we
can infer that the target onion service is online. Otherwise,
it is offline. Since our approach is a non-intrusive one that
does not initiate a connection to a target onion service, our
detectors cannot compromise the privacy of the onion service.
Moreover, the accuracy of the detection is 100% in the light
of the onion service publication mechanism. In practice, our
approach is used to inspect all onion addresses periodically,
i.e., one day, and thus obtain the online time of all public onion
services. To more objectively represent the online status of an
onion service, we define the online rate of an onion service
as the ratio of the online time of the onion service to the total
monitored time. Let oi and Oi be the number of online days
and the total monitored days of the ith onion service after
we discover it, respectively, then the online rate of the target

onion service is
Ri

o =
oi
Oi

(10)

In addition, we leverage the access frequency to evaluate
the popularity of onion services. Recall that, when a client ac-
cesses the target onion service, it calculates the blinded public
key using the onion address and requests a descriptor from
a responsible HSDir with the blinded public key. Therefore,
the number of descriptor requests received by the responsible
HSDirs in one day can represent the access frequency of
the onion service. We deploy HSDirs on the Tor network
to passively collect descriptor requests from clients. After
collecting the blinded public keys, we correlate the blinded
public keys with the public onion addresses, since the blinded
public key is generated using a one-way hash function, i.e., the
blinded public key can be derived from the onion address. By
counting the number of requests for a blinded public key, we
can derive the frequency of the corresponding onion service
accessed by clients.

We propose a novel onion service popularity evaluation
approach to ranking public onion services based on the online
rate and access frequency, rather than based on the content
[8]–[10] that cannot precisely reflect the real rank of onion
services. Suppose that there are n public V3 onion services,
and the access frequency of the ith public V3 onion service
is Ki. Then we define an access rate of each onion service as
a normalized access frequency, i.e.,

Ri
k =

ln (Ki + 1)

max{ln (K1 + 1), . . . , ln (Kn + 1)} (11)

We use logarithm on the access frequency so as to reduce the
large differences between the access frequencies of different
onion services. Then the popularity Ui of ith public V3 onion
service becomes

Ui = (1− α)Ri
o + αRi

k (12)

where α is the parameter used to adjust the weight of the
online time and access frequency. Since most of the public
onion services are Web services, we can find the most popular
core websites from the public onion services via our method.
However, we find the mirror and phishing websites [5] on the
Tor network that may affect our evaluation results.

To identify the phishing and mirror websites on the public
onion services, we evaluate the edit distance between Docu-
ment Object Model (DOM) trees of any two websites so as
to cluster the near-identical websites into a group. We extract
the homepage of each onion service and derive the DOM trees
by analyzing the HTML code. We only keep the tag name,
class attribute and content of each node in the DOM tree so
as to preserve the structure, style and visual content features
of homepages. Then we leverage a tree edit distance method
to compute the minimum costs of a sequence of node edit
operations, e.g., insertion, deletion or substitution, so as to
transform one tree into another. We define the cost of both
the insertion and deletion operations as 3. For the substitution
operation, if the tag names are different, the substitution
cost is 3. Otherwise, we compare the style attribute and text
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content respectively, each of which has a substitution cost of 1.
Afterwards, we accumulate all of the operation costs to derive
the tree edit distance. The smaller the tree edit distance, the
more similar the two homepages are. Let C(Ta, Tb) be the costs
between the website homepage Ta and Tb. Denote the number
of HTML tags of Ta and Tb by |Ta| and |Tb|, respectively. We
then normalize the similarity by

S(Ta, Tb) = 1− C(Ta, Tb)

3 ∗ (|Ta|+ |Tb|)
(13)

After deriving the normalized similarity, we use a density-
based clustering algorithm, i.e., DBSCAN [11], to cluster
website homepages of the public onion services so as to
discover near-identical websites.

We compute the popularity of each group and derive the
final rank of the groups. We accumulate the access frequency
of each onion service for each group, and use the largest online
rate of onion services for each group. Then we can obtain
the raw popularity of the ith group, i.e., Gi, using Equation
(12). Afterwards, we further leverage onion addresses recorded
in various yellow websites from Internet and onion services
to objectively evaluate the popularity of onion services. The
yellow websites maintain a series of well-known public onion
addresses to allow users to easily discover these onion ser-
vices. Then we define the appearance rate as mi

M to show
how popular the onion services in the ith group in these yellow
pages, where mi is the number of yellow pages that include
any onion address in the ith group and M is the total number
of yellow pages. Then the weighted group popularity becomes

Wi = (1− β)Gi + β
mi

M (14)

where β is used to adjust the weight of the group popularity
and the appearance rate. After deriving the group popularity,
we can use an empirical threshold to obtain the top K popular
groups. If there are multiple onion services in a group, we
choose the onion service with the largest popularity U to repre-
sent this group. Finally, we can derive the top K core websites.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we first introduce the implementation of the
onion service address collection and detection system. Next,
we verify the effectiveness of V3 onion service size estimation
method, and evaluate the popularity of collected public onion
services. Finally, we cluster near-identical onion websites to
derive the core websites and discover the phishing websites.

A. Implementation
As shown in Figure 5, our public V3 onion address collec-

tion module crawls an initial set of onion addresses from some
yellow pages such as DARKWEBLINKS [12] and hidden wiki
[13]. It then searches the collected initial onion addresses via
two public search engines, i.e., Google and Bing, and two
onion service search engines deployed in a Tor onion service,
i.e., Ahmia [14] and TorDex [15], so as to crawl new onion
addresses from the searched pages. We also crawl web pages
from the collected onion services to further derive new onion
addresses. We store the new extracted onion addresses in a
database and ensure they are all crawled.

Database
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descriptor requests 

Onion 

address

collector

Onion 

service 

detector

Probe V3 onion 

service aliveness
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Fig. 5: Onion service address collection and detection system
The aliveness and access frequency detection module de-

tects the online time and access frequency of V3 onion
services discovered via the onion address collection module.
We leverage the Tor control protocol [16] to control 20 Tor
clients to download the descriptors of collected onion services
every day to detect their online time. We deploy 10 HSDirs
for around two years to collect the blinded public key of the
descriptors of the onion services to estimate access frequency.

We also implement a Tor onion service emulator to upload
its blinded public key to HSDirs to verify the effectiveness
of V3 onion service size estimation method. Specifically, we
modify version 0.4.2.7 of the source code of vanilla Tor and
revise its code of time management module to speed up the
emulation. We collect the information of all the real world
Tor nodes, a total of 6,786 Tor nodes including 4,000 HSDirs,
and store it in a consensus file. The emulator is configured as
an onion service to periodically generate a new blinded public
key and upload it to 8 HSDirs selected from 4000 HSDirs.
We can launch any number of emulators within a virtual same
time period and use the same consensus file to emulate a large
number of onion services on an emulated Tor network so that
we can know the real number of onion services and evaluate
the effectiveness of our onion service size estimation method.

B. V3 onion service size estimation

We leverage our Tor onion service emulators to generate a
total of 300,000 onion services and set the time period as 60
days and then define a metric to measure the effectiveness of
our estimated method. Figure 6 shows the estimated number of
onion services within the emulated 60 days using 5 randomly
selected HSDirs. We can see that the estimated number using
each HSDir fluctuates around 300,000, similar to the real
number of onion services. Moreover, the average estimated
size is even closer to the real number of the emulated onion
services. We further define a deviation rate as D =

|Ê−Et|
Et

to represent the bias of the estimated size, where Ê is the
estimated number of onion services and Et is the real number
of onion services. A smaller deviation rate D indicates that
the estimated number is closer to the real one.

Figure 7 illustrates the deviation rate of 4,000 HSDirs
respectively used to estimate the size within one day using our
emulated Tor network. We can see that more than the deviation
rate of 99.6% of the HSDirs is less than 10%, and more than
90% of the HSDirs are evaluated with deviations of less than
5%. In addition, the average deviation rate of 4,000 HSDirs
is 2.43%. Therefore, our onion service size estimation method
is remarkably effective by using a single or multiple HSDirs
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within one day. Moreover, Figure 8 shows the average devia-
tion rate within one day by selecting the worst top k-percent
HSDirs. As we can see from the figure, the worst top 0.2% HS-
Dirs, i.e., 8 HSDirs, can achieve less than 10% deviation rate.

After verifying the effectiveness of our method on an
emulated Tor network, we estimate the number of onion
services on the real Tor network and continuously monitor
it for up to 2 years. According to our emulation results, we
can use a few HSDirs to derive an accurate estimation result,
therefore, we deploy 10 HSDirs on the real Tor network.
Figure 12 depicts the estimated number of V3 onion services
on the real Tor network from July 1, 2020 to July 2, 2022. We
can see that the number of V3 onion services gradually and
steadily increases from 70,000 on July 1, 2020 to 1,200,000 on
May 28, 2022. We also compare our estimated size with that
using the existing estimation methods [17], [18]. However,
the method proposed by Hoeller et al. [17] is inaccurate.
Recall that, since a HSDir can receive blinded public keys
from both two DHTs in one day as shown in Figure 2, two
capture probabilities of the HSDir are different in these two
DHTs. They use the total number of blinded public keys and
only one of the capture probability rather than both capture
probabilities to estimate the onion service size. Alternatively,
the official estimated data [18] is also online starting at Sep.
18, 2021 without publishing the detailed estimation method.
The estimated data is less than that of our method as they may
remove some temporarily appeared blinded public keys. Since
our method is effectively verified on a large-scale emulated Tor
network, our estimated V3 onion service size is very reliable.

C. V3 onion service usage status

We measure V3 onion service usage by analyzing the upload
and download of descriptors from the server-side and the
client-side, respectively. Table I shows the number of onion
service descriptors and blinded public keys received by our de-
ployed HSDirs and the number of descriptors and blinded pub-
lic keys downloaded by Tor clients ranging from July 1, 2020
to July 2, 2022. As shown in the table, we receive a large num-
ber of descriptor and blinded public key download and upload
requests, respectively. The successful onion service upload
rates of the descriptors and blinded public keys are 99.26% and
99.99%, respectively, since few descriptors and blinded public
keys are not correctly parsed due to the format issues, times-
tamp issues, etc. However, Only 13.01% and 8.42% of up-
loaded descriptors and blinded public keys are downloaded by
clients, respectively. Note that the descriptors are uploaded to
the 8 responsible HSDirs and only downloaded randomly from
6 HSDirs, i.e., 75% uploaded descriptors can be used. Suppose
that the descriptor is downloaded by a client only once within
a day. Then the probability that one of our deployed HSDirs is
selected is 12.5%, i.e., 6

8×
1
6 , which is higher than 8.42%, indi-

cating that some onion services may be rarely or not accessed.

D. V3 onion service popularity and core websites

We leverage our onion service address collection and detec-
tion system to collect public V3 onion addresses and detect

TABLE I: Descriptor statistics from server-side and client-side
Description Descriptor Blinded public key

Number Rate Number Rate

Server-side
Total upload 87,200,319 - 4,265,280 -
Successful upload 86,556,546 99.26% 4,265,274 99.99%
Usage 11,261,361 13.01% 359,513 8.42%

Client-side Total download 246,931,239 - 1,659,174 -
Successful download 30,571,721 12.38% 348,007 20.97%

the aliveness and access frequency of the onion services.
Particularly, we collect a total of 57,531 valid public V3 onion
addresses from July 1, 2020 to July 20, 2022. Then we collect
descriptor download requests for these addresses during this
period to calculate the access frequency of the onion services.
We perform the online status detection from January 1, 2021
to July 20, 2022 so as to calculate the online rate of the
onion service. Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate the CDF of
online rate and access rate for the public V3 onion services,
respectively. As we can see from Figure 9, the online rate
of 80% of onion services is over 80%. Thus, most of public
onion services are very stable. The access rate of less than
20% of public onion services is greater than 20% as shown in
Figure 10. Accordingly, only a few of the onion services are
frequently accessed by users. Finally, according to Equation
(12), we set parameter α to 0.6 to derive the popularity of all
public onion services as the popular onion services are always
accessed by users. The CDF of the popularity of the public V3
onion services is shown in Figure 11. The popularity of around
50% of the onion services is between 0.4 and 0.5, while the
popularity of only 10% of the onion services is above 0.5.

We cluster near-identical onion websites from public onion
services into groups and then compute the group popularity
so as to obtain the core websites on the Tor network. We
discover 45,889 onion websites out of 57,531 onion services
and crawl the homepages of the websites. Then, we compute
the similarity between the homepages of each website and
derive 6,177 website groups by clustering with the similarity
greater than 0.9. Afterwards, we collect a total of 112 yellow
pages from Internet and onion services that contains more than
50 distinct onion addresses. Then we calculate the appearance
rate in terms of Equation (14) to obtain the popularity of the
website groups, where the parameter β is empirically set to
0.1. Figure 9, 10 and 11 show the CDF of online rate, access
rate and popularity for website groups, respectively. According
to the popularity distribution, we set the threshold to 0.55 and
obtained 487 core website groups, accounting for 8% of the
total. Finally, we select the most popular onion service in each
website group as a representative and derive the top 487 core
websites on the Tor network.

To figure out the types of the core websites, we manually
categorize and compute the popularity of each category, as
depicted in Figure 13. Most of core websites fall into the
category of Pornography, followed by the Finance. We use
the average popularity of core websites in each category to
represent the category popularity. We discover that the Finance
is the most popular category, offering diverse services such as
counterfeit money, cryptocurrency, money transfer and credit
cards. The Service are some general services deployed by con-
tent providers, such as website hosting, search engine, escrow,
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email and imageboard. The Sharing includes websites that
share resources, such as wiki, library, yellow page and leaked
data. The Market and the Forum are places for trading and
information exchange and attract the attention of many illegal
users, such as Archetyp market [19] and Helium Forum [20].
The Social includes some social networking platforms or chat
rooms on the Tor network. We put the rest of the unidentifiable

websites into the Other. Finally, the top 6 most popular core
websites are Archetyp market [19], ROYALMARKET [21],
DARKMONEY [22], VClub [23], dark.fail [24] and ASAP
market [25]. The fifth website is a well-known yellow page
and the rest are black markets. It shows that black markets are
very popular on the Tor network.

E. Phishing website identification

We leverage the popularity of the onion services to identify
the official onion websites within each website group. To
obtain the core websites, we cluster the websites with near-
identical content into groups that may contain both mirror sites
and phishing sites. Table II illustrates the distribution of the
number of websites within a group. There are 6 groups that
contain total 8,234 onion services and each of which includes
more than 1,000 onion services. All the 6 groups belong to
the core website groups. 63 groups that contain 25,270 have
the number of onion services ranging from 100 to 1,000, 60 of
which belong to the core websites. We find that 149 website
groups have the number of onion services between 10 and
100. The corresponding core website groups have 2,190 onion
services although there are only 69 of them. The number of
the rest website groups is 5,959, each of which includes less
than 10 onion services. There are 352 core website groups in
these groups. We find that a large number of near-identical
websites belong to the core websites. Commonly, websites
are not open a large number of mirror sites because of the
overhead of the hosting cost. Consequently, most of the near-
identical websites are phishing websites. However, due to the
anonymity of the onion services, it is nontrivial to identify
phishing websites without any clues. Since an official website
should be the most popular one within each website group
and is the least likely to be a phishing website, we take core
websites in each website group as the default official one.
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TABLE II: Clustering results for websites
Range of

each group
All website group (#) Core website group (#)
Group Onion service Group Onion service

≥1000 6 8,234 6 8,234
[100,1000) 63 25,270 60 24,616

[10,100) 149 3,873 69 2,190
<10 5,959 8,512 352 913

TABLE III: Identified phishing websites

Category Core website
groups (#)

Official
websites (#)

Phishing
websites (#)

Pornography 156 160 3,053
Finance 85 85 23,875
Service 75 111 2,449
Sharing 74 94 2,122
Market 40 96 3,731
Forum 17 22 24
Social 15 16 17
Other 25 38 60
Total 487 622 35,331

We leverage the official onion website to find mirror sites
in two ways. One is to access the official website and search
the mirror onion addresses. Alternatively, we can search the
mirror addresses of the target website on well-known yellow
pages, such as dark.fail [24], Onion.Live [26] and Darknetlive
[27]. We can find all mirror addresses of the core websites
using the two ways. In addition to the core website and the
mirror websites, we consider the rest of onion services within
a website group as phishing websites. Table III shows the
number of identified phishing websites and official websites
including the mirror websites from the core website groups.
Within the 487 core website groups, we identify a total of 622
official websites and 35,331 phishing websites. The Finance
is the most popular category of onion services. However, the
number of phishing websites is also the highest with 23,875.
The purpose of these phishing websites is commonly to scam
users out of their money. The Market is harder to spoof due to
the usage of complicated login schemes and PGP signatures
for mirror addresses, resulting in fewer market phishing web-
sites. Other categories, such as the Pornography, the Service
and the Sharing, can be directly cloned by attackers to attract
user visits to earn advertising fees or for other purposes. The
Forum, the Social and the Other are not profitable, resulting in
few phishing websites. Finally, we discover 35,331 phishing
websites within the core website groups.

V. RELATED WORK

The Tor Metrics project [28] is the official website for
measuring, analyzing, and visualizing the Tor network. After
the onion services protocol was upgraded from V2 to V3,
the previous method [29] of evaluating the number of onion
services is no longer effective. Hoeller et al. [17] propose a
V3 onion service size estimation method, however they only
use one of the capture probability rather than both capture
probabilities to estimate the onion service size, resulting in
large fluctuations in evaluation results. Tor officially starts
to provide the estimated number of V3 onion services from
September 18, 2021, however, does not provide a specific
evaluation method. Our method is theoretically analyzed and
effectively evaluated on a large-scale emulated Tor network.

The popularity and content of onion services attract the
interest of many researchers. For example, Biryukov et al. [30]
[31] estimate the popularity of onion services by inspecting
the request rate of clients for onion service descriptors. Al-
Nabki et al. [8] propose a ToRank algorithm to rank onion
services, which constructs a graph by using onion services
as nodes and hyperlinks into and out of onion services as
edges. The weights of neighboring nodes are accumulated to
update the popularity of each onion service. Another study by
them [9] uses features extracted from onion service content to
investigate a Learning-to-Rank algorithm, automatically learn
the ranking function and detect the most influential onion
services. Spitters et al. [32] apply classification and topic
model-based text mining techniques to the content of onion
websites to model topic organization and linguistic diversity to
enable topic classification. However, the content-based ranking
method is inaccurate and fails to reflect the real popularity
of onion services. There are other studies on the longevity
of V2 onion services [33] [34], which conclude that most
onion services are online for relatively short periods of time.
However, during one and a half year period, we discover that
most of public V3 onion services are stable.

VI. CONCLUSION

We perform a comprehensive and long-term analysis to shed
light on the latest V3 onion services. We propose an onion
service size estimation approach and discover around 900,000
onion services on the Tor network. Since the V3 protocol
significantly enhances privacy of onion services, we can only
focus on the public onion services that can be learned from
search engines. Then we leverage a set of two-year onion
service behavior data derived by deploying 10 HSDirs on the
Tor network, and investigate a novel onion service popularity
estimation method to rank the public onion websites. We only
discover 487 core websites out of 45,889 onion websites.
Furthermore, we analyze the structure and content of the onion
websites and discover that 35,331 phishing websites spoof the
487 core websites. We infer that attackers may make a great
profit by hosting so many phishing websites.
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VII. APPENDIX

We define a capture probability that a HSDir receives a
new blinded public key in an ETP. Note that an onion service
generates two descriptors that contain the same blinded public
key and each descriptor is uploaded to 4 consecutive HSDirs
in terms of ID as shown in Figure 3. Let Bi be the event
that the ith HSDir collects an onion service descriptor. Then
we denote two discrete random variables by A1 and A2 to
indicate that the descriptor ID1 and ID2 of the onion service
fall in a range of the DHT, respectively. Next, let a1 and a2 be
the ranges of (Ii−4, Ii] and (Ii−8, Ii−4] in which a descriptor
ID falls, respectively, and a3 indicates that the descriptor ID
falls in a location other than a1 and a2 (i.e., ID /∈ (Ii−8, Ii])
as shown in Figure 4. According to law of total probability,
the capture probability P 1

i of the ith HSDir on the old DHT
becomes

P 1
i = P (Bi)

= P (A1 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a1) +

P (A1 = a2)P (Bi|A1 = a2) +

P (A1 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a3) (15)
Then we illustrate how to derive the three condition probabil-
ities one by one, i.e., P (Bi|A1 = a1), P (Bi|A1 = a2), and
P (Bi|A1 = a3).

Given an event A1 = a1, i.e., an onion service descriptor
ID1 ∈ (Ii−4, Ii], the ith HSDir can definitely collect the
descriptor ID, i.e., P (Bi|A1 = a1) = 1, since the descriptor
can be uploaded to four consecutive HSDirs whose indices
immediately follow the descriptor ID as shown in Figure 3.
Then we have P (A1 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a1) = P (A1 = a1) =∑i

j=i−3 pj .
Given an event A1 = a2, i.e., ID1 ∈ (Ii−8, Ii−4],

according to law of total probability, we can have
P (Bi|A1 = a2) =

P (A2 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a1) +

P (A2 = a2)P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a2) +

P (A2 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a3) (16)
Since either the descriptor ID1 or ID2 falls into the range of
(Ii−4, Ii], the HSDir can receive one of the descriptor. Then
we know that P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a1) = 1. Given events
A1 = a2, A2 = a2, the HSDir can still receive the descriptor.
Note that if the descriptor ID1 and ID2 fall in the same range
on the DHT, the onion service can avoid uploading to the
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same HSDirs that receive the descriptor ID1, and then select
four consecutive HSDirs whose indices immediately follow
the index of the last HSDir that receives the descriptor ID1

to upload the descriptor ID2. In this case, the condition of
A1 = a2, A2 = a2 is the same with that of A1 = a2, A2 = a1
and then we have P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a2) = 1 as well.
Given events A1 = a2, A2 = a3, the HSDir cannot collect the
descriptors, i.e., P (Bi|A1 = a2, A2 = a3) = 0. Therefore, we
have P (A1 = a2)P (Bi|A1 = a2) = P (A1 = a2)(P (A2 =
a1)+P (A2 = a2)) =

∑i−4
j=i−7 pj(

∑i
j=i−3 pj+

∑i−4
j=i−7 pj) =∑i−4

j=i−7 pj
∑i

j=i−7 pj .
Given an event A1 = a3 that is similar to the event A1 =

a2, according to law of total probability, we have
P (Bi|A1 = a3) =

P (A2 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 = a1) +

P (A2 = a2)P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 = a2) +

P (A2 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 = a3) (17)
Obviously, as illustrated in Figure 4, we can derive that

P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 = a1) = 1, P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 =
a2) = 0, and P (Bi|A1 = a3, A2 = a3) = 0. As a result,
we can derive P (A2 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a3) = P (A2 =
a3)P (A2 = a1) = (1 −

∑i
j=i−7 pj)

∑i
j=i−3 pj . Finally, the

capture probability P 1
i of the ith HSDir on the old DHT can

be derived by
P 1
i = P (Bi)

= P (A1 = a1)P (Bi|A1 = a1) +

P (A1 = a2)P (Bi|A1 = a2) +

P (A1 = a3)P (Bi|A1 = a3)

= P (A1 = a1) + P (A1 = a2)(P (A2 = a1) +

P (A2 = a2)) + P (A1 = a3)P (A2 = a1)

=

i∑
j=i−3

pj +

i−4∑
j=i−7

pj

i∑
j=i−7

pj +

(1−
i∑

j=i−7

pj)

i∑
j=i−3

pj (18)
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